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supply, it's galling for Eve that the barmaid they can barely afford spends the day making eyes at Eddie rather
than pulling her weight behind the bar. At least her three daughters have never been a worry to Eve. Lily's
dreams of going on the stage haven't led her into trouble, so far. Sarah seems content to slog away as a waitress,
while Maggie's gently directing her devoted boyfriend to the altar. But when Eddie's flirtation with the hired help
takes an unexpected turn, everything changes, leaving none of Eve's family untouched... and calling on all the
strength of a mother's love.
A Mother's Love-Katie Flynn 2019-03-21 ***ORDER NOW*** THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM BESTSELLING
AUTHOR KATIE FLYNN. The perfect gift for Mother's Day. Can love see her through the darkness? Liverpool,
1940-there comes a moment in every child?s life when they must learn to stand on their own two feet.For fifteenyear-old Ellie Lancton, that time has come all too soon. The death of her mother and the increase in air raids
leaves Ellie alone and in grave danger. It?s not long before she is forced to leave her beloved Liverpool behind
and cross the Mersey to seek refuge in the countryside.But as the war takes comforts away, so too does it bring
new opportunities; for work, new friendships, and perhaps a little love...It will take all of Ellie?s courage to find
her way without her mother?s guidance. But if Ellie can soldier on with grace and dignity, there might just be
light at the end of the tunnel.
A Mother's Love Is Supreme-Stephen Uzoma Obinna 2019-09-27 Every first child, fear that their mothers love will
decrees when another child arrives but in this book, Stephen found out that a mothers love is equally shared
amongst her children and it lasts for ever. He also found out that a mother's love is strong and powerful and never
goes away.
A Mother's Love-Santa Montefiore 2013-03-19 An original short story from internationally bestselling author
Santa Montefiore, plus an extended excerpt from her most recent novel, The Woman from Paris. Beloved by her
many fans, Santa Montefiore has also been praised by her fellow authors as "a wonder" (Adriana Trigiani) and "a
superb storyteller" (Plum Sykes). Her luminous, engaging novels reaffirm the power of love and compassion to
change lives, even as they sweep us away to exotic locales and introduce us to characters who feel like old
friends. In "A Mother's Love," Celeste is mourning the tragic death of her young son, Jack, from leukemia. So
when she learns that her nephew is coming to stay, she doesn't think she can bear to have another child in the
house. But when Bruno arrives, she has no choice but to make him feel welcome and loved, even though her heart
is breaking. And, when he starts to show some insight into what Jack was like, Celeste dares to dream there might
be something more than meets the eye . . . This is a magical and beautiful short story, sure to delight Santa's fans
new and old.
A Mother's Love-Whitman Publishing 2011-04-07 Issued in hinged box, and includes bookmarks, notes in
envelopes, stickers, and other keepsakes.
Mother's Love Is . . .-Mina Parker 2009-04-01 Homage to Mothers Everywhere The work that mothers do and the
love they give cannot be praised enough. This powerful book of motherhood quotes is dedicated to the loving role
that moms play in their children’s lives. Inspiring quotes for moms. While it’s difficult to truly capture the weight
and power of a mother’s love, this book by author Mina Parker comes close. Filled with a diverse pool of quotes,
many from incredible women such as Oprah Winfrey, Erma Bombeck, and Erica Jong, as well as African proverbs,
Parker crafted a book that beautifully details a mother’s heart. In addition, each quote is masterfully paired with a
single sentence that expresses what a mother’s love is. A testament to the power of love. This book demonstrates
that a mother’s love is truly so many things. A mother’s love is both powerful and gentle, all knowing and yet all
forgiving. It never fails to find us when we need it, and it lifts us up when we’re down. These quotes celebrate
motherhood, and the joy, comfort, courage, inspiration, and most of all, love that moms bring into our lives. Each
word offered in this book is in praise of mothers everywhere and honors the love they carry. Open up this

A Mother's Love-Marilee Mayfield 2020-03-15 When you are fast asleep, the angel in your family is hard at work
to make your home a joyful and happy place.
A Mother's Love-Charlotte Hubbard 2018-02-27 Faith, tenderness, security—there's nothing a mother won't give.
Now beloved author Charlotte Hubbard brings you an unforgettable tale of hope, courage, discovery...and the
most precious gift of all. For widow Rose Raber, it’s been a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions. She thought
providing for her young daughter was the greatest challenge she faced. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose
was adopted—and her birth mother is someone with much to lose if the secret comes out. As Rose struggles to
reconcile the truth with her faith—and her troubling curiosity—outgoing newcomer Matthias Wagler is another
surprise she didn't expect. His optimism and easy understanding inspires her. And his prospective partnership
with wealthy deacon Saul Hartzler promises a possible new life for them—together. But with this second chance
comes yet another revelation for all involved. When Saul’s wife unexpectedly turns up at Rose’s new job, their
bond as mother and daughter is instant and unmistakable. And it isn't long before an unforgiving Saul discovers
the truth, threatening Matthias’s livelihood and Rose’s future. Now with more than just their happiness at stake,
Rose and Matthias must find the strength and courage to stand strong—and trust God's enduring miracles of
motherhood, forgiveness, and love. Praise for Charlotte Hubbard and the Seasons of the Heart series “Hubbard
writes Amish stories with style and grace.” —RT Book Reviews “These very special books will sit proudly on my
keeper shelf!” —Romance Reviews Today “Another great book centered around the Sweet Seasons Café.” —RT
Book Reviews, 4 Stars “Those who enjoy a glimpse of the culture will find the story appealing.” --Publishers
Weekly “A compelling story about a family in upheaval and a woman looking for strength. There is a sweet
romance, a bit of mystery and plenty of tension. There's also a bonus section of delicious looking recipes!” --The
News and Sentinel
A Mother's Love-(in)courage 2020-04-07 Another beautiful gift book from (in)courage celebrates all kinds of
mothers and mother-figures, filled with real-life stories, Scripture, brief devotions, and biblical encouragement--a
perfect Mother's Day gift for all those looking to honor the mom in their life.
Mother's Love-Melina Gerosa Bellows 2012 Offers a celebration of motherhood through wildlife photos,
inspirational quotations, and true stories of maternal heroism.
A Mother's Love-Mary Morris 2012-03-07 Sometimes a writer so perfectly captures the reality of our lives that we
are given a new way of seeing ourselves. Mary Morris has accomplished this in A Mother’s Love, a novel about the
solitary moral courage of a woman raising a child alone. Ivy Slovak is a jewelry designer and artist whose days are
absorbed by the struggle to make an unreliable paycheck cover the needs of her infant son, and whose nights are
broken by the demands of her newborn child. Eager to rejoin the world she sees outside her window, Ivy is
haunted by the memory of her mother, who abandoned he when she was seven years old. She recalls the years
spent with her loving but itinerant father, wandering the desert hoping somehow to find the troubled, beautiful
woman who had left them both. Moving seamlessly between Ivy’s colorful past in the gambling towns of the
Southwest and her difficult present in New York City, Mary Morris ponders, through Ivy, how we learn to be
mothers, and illustrates the resilience of all—both men and women—who raise children, either on their own or
with a mate. With quiet eloquence and deep compassion, A Mother’s Love speaks directly to our hearts. At the
same time, it takes a serious look at the complex fabric of the American family, and returns Mary Morris to her
deserved place as one of the foremost chroniclers of the secrets and strengths of the human spirit.
A Mother's Love-Lyn Andrews 2010-05-27 Bestselling author Lyn Andrews' touching Liverpool saga A MOTHER'S
LOVE is perfect for fans of Ellie Dean and Kate Thompson. Eve and Eddie Dobson have been running the George
pub in Liverpool for over twenty years. Now, though, the Depression is taking hold and, with money in short
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inspirational book and find: A beautiful and thoughtful curation of quotes An insight into what it means to be a
mother The perfect gift for new moms, seasoned moms, and soon-to-be moms! Readers of books like Great Quotes
from Great Women, I Really Needed This Today, Beautifully Said, Words to Live By, or Badass Affirmations will
love Mina Parker’s Mother’s Love Is....
How Mothers Love-Naomi Stadlen 2011-09-01 Mothers describe falling in love with their babies and then, more
slowly, learning to understand them. Children flourish when their mothers love and understand them. For over 20
years, Naomi Stadlen has listened to hundreds of mothers talking at her weekly discussion groups. In 'How
Mothers Love' she offers unique insights into how mothers and babies learn to communicate intimately with one
another. When adults relate to one another, they are building on the foundations usually laid down by their
mothers. 'How Mothers Love' is a study of how mothers start to build those foundations and covers areas such as:
how to create emotional 'space' for your unborn child; how to maintain a close relationship with two or more
children; the transformation into motherhood and your role as a mother in wider society. By sharing the
experiences of other mothers, Naomi Stadlen offers reassurance and support to all new parents as they navigate
the highs and lows of the early years with their babies.
A Mother's Love a Son's Regret: Years Later: Includes Three Exclusive Poems-Corey Porter 2017-11-13 "A
Mother's Love, A Son's Regret" is an amazing story of a mother's undying love for her son. This heart-felt journey
identifies the harsh reality of being under appreciated as a mother and a son who's trying to right his wrongs
before its too late. This story will be told for generations.
A Mother's Love-Bettyrose Woody 2017-11-13 Bettyrose Woody knew that her mother wasn't like other mothers,
that her behavior was not normal. As a child, she didn't have a name for what was going on. She just silently
suffered through her mother's unpredictable punishments and rages. Years later, Bettyrose would discover the
words she spent her childhood looking for: narcissistic personality disorder. Now, NPD is a recognized mental
illness in the psychiatric community. That wasn't always the case. There was little support for those traumatized
by narcissists. Young Bettyrose never had a way of understanding her mother's actions or how she could behave
so inhumanely toward her own children. The ramifications of this childhood abuse would echo throughout her life.
Through her memoir, Bettyrose traces the toxic effects of her mother's NPD in her own life. It would take her
years to recover from the many ways she suffered under her mother's care. At the same time, Bettyrose
demonstrates an astounding level of empathy for the woman who hurt her. She looks back into her mother's own
life and discovers the roots of her NPD and what made her the woman she was, in the process finding a path to
healing and hope for herself.
Brave: A Mother's Love-Disney Books 2013-04-16 Read along with Disney! Follow Princess Merida and her mother
Queen Elinor on an epic adventure set in the rugged and mysterious Highlands of Scotland. When a beastly curse
is unleashed upon the kingdom, Merida must try and set things right. Join her quest and follow along with wordfor-word narration perfect for young readers!
A Mother's Love-Kathleen Koepfer 2019-10-28 A Mother’s Love By: Kathleen Koepfer Karen grew up without
much praise throughout her childhood. She was unique and marched to the beat of a different drum. She married
young and, as difficulties with her marriage progressed, her mother moved in to help. Karen become closer to her
mother than ever before, and they both grew to dote on Karen’s son Erik. A Mother’s Love tells the story of two
women, mother and daughter, and the love that transcends generations.
Without a Mother's Love - How I Overcame the Haunting Memory of Witnessing my Mother’s Murder-Amanda
Wright 2016-05-05 'It's so strange how your life can dramatically change from just one event. I now see my life
divided into two – before the tragedy and after. Now, the present, will always be after. This is after.' Amanda
Wright was just four years old when she witnessed her mother’s brutal murder. John Dickinson, a family friend,
strangled her mother to death in front of her and then he tried to do the same to Amanda. He laid their lifeless
bodies out on their bed, set fire to it and left the house, hoping the fire would conceal the crime. It was the
milkman who saved Amanda's life, though it was too late for mum Sue. Amanda spent weeks in hospital for painful
skin graft operations on her burned legs before moving in with her grandparents. Yet, from the day of the tragedy
she was haunted by flashbacks and nightmares. On her first day of school, Amanda watched other children crying
for their mummies and suddenly realised that she would never see her own mother again. It was a painful
adjustment for a little girl who, until that moment, had spent her whole life with her mum. More alone than ever
before she was determined not to give in, finding strength in her memories of her mother. Without a Mother's
Love is a sad, strange yet beautiful story about a girl who lost everything but found the strength inside herself to
make her mother proud.
Without A Mother's Love-Catherine King 2008-12-04 Abandoned. Olivia Copley is an orphan. Sent to live with her
uncle, the ruthless mine owner Hesley Mexton, she soon discovers that a house ruled by men can not only be
desperate: it can be cruel. Humiliated. A new governess, Harriet Trent, offers Olivia a glimpse of hope. But
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Harriet's past is full of secrets and, alone and without protection, Olivia realises that Hexley Mexton will take full
advantage of her vulnerability - despite her governess's protests. Determined. Starved of love, Harriet and Olivia
form a bond that helps them to endure their harsh conditions. But, when forced to fight for their freedom, will
they survive in the outside world and find the courage to defy the man that seeks to hold them captive?
Mothers Who Can't Love-Susan Forward 2013-10-01 With Mothers Who Can't Love: A Healing Guide for
Daughters, Susan Forward, Ph.D., author of the smash #1 bestseller Toxic Parents, offers a powerful look at the
devastating impact unloving mothers have on their daughters—and provides clear, effective techniques for
overcoming that painful legacy. In more than 35 years as a therapist, Forward has worked with large numbers of
women struggling to escape the emotional damage inflicted by the women who raised them. Subjected to years of
criticism, competition, role-reversal, smothering control, emotional neglect and abuse, these women are plagued
by anxiety and depression, relationship problems, lack of confidence and difficulties with trust. They doubt their
worth, and even their ability to love. Forward examines the Narcissistic Mother, the Competitive Mother, the
Overly Enmeshed mother, the Control Freak, Mothers who need Mothering, and mothers who abuse or fail to
protect their daughters from abuse. Filled with compelling case histories, Mothers Who Can’t Love outlines the
self-help techniques Forward has developed to transform the lives of her clients, showing women how to
overcome the pain of childhood and how to act in their own best interests. Warm and compassionate, Mothers
Who Can’t Love offers daughters the emotional support and tools they need to heal themselves and rebuild their
confidence and self-respect.
The Power of Mother Love-Brenda Hunter 2011-05-04 The Power of Mother Love highlights the incredible-although sometimes unrealized--influence that a mother has on her children and her society. Decades of scientific
and psychological study provide overwhelming evidence for the idea that "mother love" has an enormous,
permanent impact in shaping the character and life of a child. In her compelling new work, psychologist Brenda
Hunter presents a convincing argument that indicates this love is even more powerful, even more far-reaching
than our culture has yet realized , not only for the child, but for the mother and society as a whole. Affirming the
immeasurable value of the mothering role while realistically addressing women 's greatest questions and
concerns, Hunter clearly reveals how mother love positively affects the way a woman defines herself. All mothers,
and all those who care about the lives of women, children, and the future of our society will be dramatically
impacted by this not-to-be-missed book, skillfully written to empower women to mother from the heart.
Greater Than a Mother's Love-Gilberto Cavazos-González 2010 Although there are several studies dedicated to
the lives of Francis and Clare of Assisi, Gilberto Cavazos-González's Greater Than a Mother's Love is the first to
investigate their spirituality in the context of family relationships. He delves into the writings of Francis and Clare
and illustrates how both used observations of their various human relationships to understand their experiences
with God. Accompanying this study is an exhaustive bibliography and several appendices that enhance this unique
treatment of these two beloved and admired religious figures.
A Mother's Love-Melissa Lagonegro 2012 The queen turns into a bear after her daughter, Princess Merida, feeds
her a spell cake baked by a witch, which Merida hoped would change her mother's mind about finding a husband
for her.
A Mother's Love Is Precious-Tina Wenke 2005 This Mother's Day book features the charming art of best-selling
card illustrator Tina Wenke. The adorable illustrations and warm, friendly text will remind Mom just how
important she is loved every day of the year, and includes some appropriate scripture verses.
Love You Forever-Robert N. Munsch 1986 As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly
rocks him each night as he sleeps.
A Mother's Love-Tanith Carey 2009-01-01 From pregnancy and childhood to adulthood and beyond, this
heartwarming collection of stories commemorates and celebrates motherhood. Taken from cultures and countries
around the world, each tale is filled with the humor, sorrow, and joy that are inherent in being a mom. Perfect for
both brand new mothers and grandmother many times over—and all those in between—these are stories of
forgiveness, hope, and love.
A Mother's Love-J. Marilyn Van Wingerden 1999 Gives mothers an awareness of the incest damage, what to do
now, how it could have happened, giving clues, symptoms, and hidden family dynamics to identify its
existence...and to affirm wives' losses, confusion as a feeling of "craziness" settles in with the incest secret
sabotaging the reality of their marriage relationship and their parenting. This book is both sobering and
energizing for mothers. Armed with knowledge, courage to make changes, and a trust of God no-matter-what, a
mother is the catalyst for healing in the family, especially her children. A must for mothers, pastors, and
counselors!
Her Mother's Hope-Francine Rivers 2020-04-07 Book one in the bestselling series that has captivated millions of
readers around the world! A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and PUBLISHERS WEEKLY bestseller "Her
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Mother's Hope has all the meaty elements of a blockbuster." Denver Post The first in a two-book saga by the
beloved author of Redeeming Love and The Masterpiece, Her Mother's Hope is a rich, moving epic about faith and
dreams, heartache and disappointment, and the legacy of love passed down through four generations in one
family. Near the turn of the twentieth century, fiery Marta Schneider leaves Switzerland for a better life,
determined to fulfill her mother's hope. Her formative journey takes her through Europe and eventually to
Canada, where she meets handsome Niclas Waltert. But nothing has prepared her for the sacrifices she must
make for marriage and motherhood as she travels to the Canadian wilderness and then to the dusty Central Valley
of California to raise her family. Marta's hope is to give her children a better life, but experience has taught her
that only the strong survive. Her tough love is often misunderstood, especially by her oldest daughter, Hildemara
Rose, who craves her mother's acceptance. Amid the drama of World War II, Hildie falls in love and begins a
family of her own. But unexpected and tragic events force mother and daughter to face their own shortcomings
and the ever-widening chasm that threatens to separate them forever. "Emotionally rich. . . . As her compelling
characters seek to do what they feel their faith demands, Rivers sets their resonant struggles against dusty
streets, windswept Canadian plains, and California vineyards in vivid scenes readers will not soon forget."
Booklist, starred review "Writers like Rivers are why people buy Christian fiction: it's dramatic, engaging . . .
[and] this well-told tale will have readers eagerly awaiting the story's resolution." Publishers Weekly
Her Mother's Love 2-Sha Cole 2014-11-04 As Shuntay continues to lie in her hospital bed trying to recover from
her injuries. Questions are asked by her closest friends and answers are revealed that they weren't prepared for,
but the real question remains will Shuntay completely recover from her injuries? If so how will Shuntay handle the
answers to questions she wasn't even aware of? Meanwhile, Gloria tries to make amends for some of the problems
she has helped caused with Mary but is it too late? While Gloria is trying to solve problems her way, Mary makes
a decision on her own that someone won't be able to walk away from but who?
A Mother's Love-Nora Roberts 2018-03-27 This special collection contains two reader-favorite stories about a
mother's love from #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author Roberts: "Dual Image" and "The Best Mistake."
Reissue..
A Mother's Love Is a Reflection of God's Love: Christian Motherhood Journal-Inspired by the Word 2018-10-12
INSPIRED BY BIBLE VERSES FOR MOTHERS (Isaiah 66:13) A beautiful journal for Christian mothers
everywhere. Makes a wonderful gift for Christian ladies and an inexpensive Christian Mother's Day gift. Fits
easily into gift baskets, boxes and Christmas stockings. Get one for your Mom, today! 6X9 inch, 108 pages, lightly
lined, matte softcover
For Laci-Sharon Rocha 2006 The mother of homicide victim Laci Peterson discusses Laci's life, the crime that took
the lives of her daughter and her unborn grandson, the trial and conviction of Laci's husband Scott, and the
impact of the tragedy on her family.
The Color of Mother-Chelsea Young 2020-04 The Color of Mother is a tribute, in colors and words, to mothers and
mother figures who inspire, encourage, love and care for us, whether we are age two or 52. Serving as both a
sweet story for children ages newborn to 10 and a gift book for those who raise them, The Color of Mother is a
universal message to moms and children alike, rooted in the belief that love can transform and the hope that
spreading a message of love causes a shift in the world. For children, it's a reminder of how wonderful it is to be
nurtured and cherished. For mothers and mother figures, it's a thank you for who you are each and every day.
Families Apart-Geraldine Pratt 2012-01 How temporary migration programs haunt the lives of families long after
they have reunited
The Key Is Love-Marie Osmond 2013-04-02 For beloved superstar Marie Osmond, one gift that her mother gave
her stands above the rest: the gift to trust and follow her heart. Even when her path seemed bleak, it was this
unwavering faith that allowed her to follow her dreams, both professional and personal, and survive the hardest
times in her life. Like so many women out there, Marie has struggled through years of being a single parent and a
working parent, while juggling the need to be there for her children and still be there for her other “family,” the
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multitude of fans and followers who look up to her. Through it all, Marie has turned to the person who helped her
through every stage of her life and her career: her mother. Drawing on the wisdom that Olive Osmond imparted
over the years, Marie weaves a rich, touching, and honest memoir about her life offstage and off-camera, where
she took on her most important role: motherhood. Through her personal delights, dreams, downturns, and
devastating tragedy, Marie offers insights on creating a strong family, raising happy and independent children
and, especially, moving forward when it seems impossible to do so.
Growing Up Sisters-Marilee Mayfield 2020-03 Getting a new baby sister is always so exciting! And it takes a lot of
work, time, and love to be a the best big sister you can be. Follow these two sisters through the year as they grow
together.
A Mother's Love Is a Blessing-Daniel J. Kennedy 2019-10-14 This is a Irish Catholic love story of motherhood and
marriage, written by a husband who sought to chronicle the joyful experiences he shared with his wife over the
course of a lifetime. Tales includes first encounters on a golf course, family life in the Boston suburb of Needham,
travels to Ireland, summer experiences on Cape Cod, the unexpected death of a newly ordained priest son, and
the challenges of assisting a spouse with dementia.
The Incredible Power of a Mothers Love-Valentine Simo 2019-05-28 A mother's love is all you wish for when you
are dying, sick and the most vulnerable in your life. It is not a love that you need to earn, it is a love free from the
rules of give and take and something that comes in a pure form of bliss. It is a form of love that cannot be
substituted by any person, pet or thing. Anyone who has experienced a loss of a mother in his life would tell you
that this void in heart could never filled by anything. A person could never get the same level of unconditional love
from a sibling, friend or spouse. Something's in life could never be replaced because they are so priceless. A
mother is at the top of that list!
A Mother's Love-Rosie Harris 2014-04-03 A gripping and heart-tugging saga set in Liverpool. When the truth lies
buried in the past... Finding herself pregnant, Julia Winter is forced to leave home rather than bring shame on her
family. Reduced to living in the slums of Liverpool, she eventually finds work in a respectable hotel where Eunice
Hawkins, the manager's wife, is also expecting. For a while, Julia dares to hope for a better life for herself and her
unborn child. But soon tragedy strikes - Julia's baby is stillborn at the same time as Eunice gives birth to a healthy
baby girl, Amanda. Although heartbroken at the death of her own baby, Julia helps to look after Amanda.
However, Paul and Eunice Hawkins hide a secret too terrible to reveal and it is only after their untimely deaths
and teenage Amanda's sudden disappearance that Julia finds out the truth. And just when she might have a
chance of happiness at last, she is faced with the hardest decision of all...
From the Lake House-Kristen Rademacher 2020-07-21 Dizzy with grief after a shattering breakup, Kristen did
what any sensible thirty-nine-year-old woman would do: she fled, abandoning her well-ordered life in metropolitan
Boston and impulsively relocating to a college town in North Carolina to start anew with a freshly divorced
southerner. Dismissing the neon signs that flashed Rebound Relationship, Kristen was charmed by the host of
contrasts with her new beau. He loved hunting and country music, she loved yoga and NPR; he worried about
nothing, she worried about everything. The luster of her new romance and small-town lifestyle soon—and
predictably—faded, but by then a pregnancy test stick had lit up. As Kristen’s belly grew, so did her concern about
the bond with her partner—and so did a fierce love for her unborn child. Ready or not, she was about to become a
mother. And then, tragedy struck. Poignant and insightful, From the Lake House explores the echoes of rash
decisions and ill-fated relationships, the barren and disorienting days an aching mother faces without her baby,
and the mysterious healing that can take root while rebuilding a life gutted from loss.
The Four Loves-Clive Staples Lewis 1991 Examines human love, including affection, friendship, erotic love, and
the love of God, and uses sources ranging from Jane Austen to St. Augustine to argue that none of the types of
love can prosper without the love of God.
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